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Abstract
Optomagnonic cavities have recently been emerging as promising candidates for implementing
coherent photon-magnon interactions, for applications in quantummemories and devices, and next
generation quantumnetworks. A key challenge in the design of such cavities is the attainment of high
magnon-mediated optical-to-optical conversion efficiencies, which could, e.g., be exploited for
efficient optical interfacing of superconducting qubits, as well as the practicality of thefinal designs,
which ideally should be planar and amenable to on-chip integration.Here, on the basis of a novel
time-Floquet scattering-matrix approach, we report on the design and optimization of a planar,
multilayer optomagnonic cavity, incorporating a cerium-substituted yttrium iron garnet thinfilm,
magnetized in-plane, and operating in the triple-resonant inelastic light scattering regime. This
architecture allows formagnon-mediated optical-to-optical conversion efficiencies of about 5%
under realistic conditions, which is orders ofmagnitude higher than that attained in alternative
optomagnonic designs. Our results suggest a viable way forward for realizing practical information
inter-conversion, with high efficiencies, betweenmicrowaves, strongly coupled tomagnons, and
optical photons, as well as a platform for fundamental studies of classical and quantumdynamics in
magnetic solids and for the implementation of futuristic quantumdevices.

1. Introduction

Akey difficulty for achieving efficientmagnon-assistedmicrowave-to-optical transduction is the inherently
weak coupling between optical photons andmicrowave-triggeredmagnonic excitations, termed optomagnonic
interaction, hindering among others the long-awaited optical interfacing of superconducting qubits [1–5]. To
this end, judiciously designed dielectric structures, which includemagneticmaterials, capable of simultaneously
confining light (optical photons) and spinwaves (magnons) in the same region of space, so-called optomagnonic
cavities, are currently being actively studied as theymight potentially form ideal hosts for attaining increased
optomagnonic interactions.

The optomagnonic interaction is expected to be largewhen the so-called triple-resonance condition ismet,
i.e. when the frequency of a cavitymagnonmatches the frequency difference between two resonant optical
modes, which translates to an optimal optical-photon sideband generation through the respective absorption or
emission of amagnon. This implies that the cavitymust support twowell-resolved optical resonances (in the
hundred terahertz range) separated by a few gigahertz, which requires quality factors at least of the order of 105,
as schematically depicted infigure 1.

A (sub)millimeter-sized sphere,made of a low-loss dielectricmagneticmaterial, constitutes a simple
realization of an optomagnonic cavity. The sphere supports densely spaced long-lifetime optical whispering
gallerymodes (WGM) [6–10], and infrared incident light evanescently coupled to thesemodes can be scattered
by a uniformly precessing (so-calledKittel) spinwave to a neighboring opticalWGM. In the aforementioned
cases, the coupling betweenWGMandKittelmagnons is rather inefficient, resulting inmeasuredmagnon-
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mediated optical-to-optical conversion (optical sideband generation) efficiencies that do not exceed the order of
10−6 [6, 7]. In the prospect of achieving smallermodal volumes and larger spatial overlap between the
interacting fields, higher-ordermagnetostaticmodes [11–13], magnetically-split opticalMie resonances in small
spheres [14], as well as particles of different shapes [15] have been proposed.However, these proposals currently
face appreciable challenges in the fabrication of high-quality particles and/or the efficient excitation of the spin
waves.

A promising alternative design of optomagnonic cavities is based on planar geometries, which can exhibit
even stronger conversion efficiencies, while at the same time allowing integration into a hybrid opto-microwave
chip usingmodern nanofabricationmethods. In a recent work on a planar-waveguide optomagnonic
architecture, using a lossless bismuth-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Bi:YIG)film as activematerial, optical-to-
optical conversion efficiencies ranging from10−5 to almost 10−2 (depending on the thickness of thefilm)were
predicted [16]. However, since light is guided inside Bi:YIG, the introduction of realistic dissipative losses would
result in significant decrease of the efficiency. To this end, optomagnonic cavities formed in amagnetic dielectric
film bounded by twomirrors [17–19], or in a defect layer in a dual photonic-magnonic periodic layered
structure [20], have also been investigated.However, the studies reported so far refer to the Faraday
configuration, with out-of-planemagnetized films, where it is challenging to obtain two optical resonances in
the required close proximity to each other.

In this workwe show that, by using in-planemagnetized films in the so-calledVoigt configuration, we can
overcome the afore-described shortcomings of previous schemes and design efficient optomagnonic cavities
operating in the triple-resonance regime. In section 2we describe the staticallymagnetized structure and discuss
its optical response. In section 3we summarize our recently developed fully dynamic time-Floquetmethod for
layered optomagnonic structures [19] and in section 4we present details of our attained numerical results. The
last section concludes the article.

2. Structure design

Wepropose a simple design of planar optomagnonic cavity, simultaneously confining light and spinwaves in the
same subwavelength region of space. It consists of an iron garnet thin film bounded symmetrically by two
lossless, dielectric Braggmirrors, in air, as schematically illustrated infigure 2(a).

Iron garnets are ferrimagneticmaterials exhibiting important functionalities for bulk and thin-filmdevice
applications that requiremagnetic insulators, owing to their unique physical properties such as high optical
transparency in awide range of wavelengths, highCurie temperature, ultra-low spin-wave damping, and strong
magneto-optical coupling [21]. In ourwork, we consider cerium-substituted yttrium iron garnet (Ce:YIG)
which, at the telecomwavelength of 1.5 μm, has a relative electric permittivity ò=5.10+i10−4 and a Faraday
coefficient f=−0.01 [22], while its relativemagnetic permeability equals unity. TheCe:YIGfilm extends from
z d 2= - / to z d 2= / and ismagnetically saturated toM0 by an in-plane biasmagnetic fieldH0 oriented, say,
along the x direction. Therefore, the corresponding relative electric permittivity tensor, neglecting the small
Cotton–Mouton contributions, is of the form [23]

Figure 1. Schematic of inelastic light scattering throughmagnon absorption in an optomagnonic cavity. The frequency of a cavity
magnon,Ω, matches a photon transition between two resonant opticalmodes: out inw w wW = D º - (triple-resonance condition).
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Weconsider theVoigt geometrywith light propagating in the y–z plane. The structure in this geometry, with
themagneticfield parallel to the surface and also perpendicular to the propagation direction, remains invariant
under reflectionwith respect to the plane of incidence. Consequently, contrary to the Faraday configuration
studied in our previous work [18–20], the transversemagnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) polarization
modes, i.e.modeswith the electric field oscillating in andnormal to the plane of incidence, respectively, are
eigenmodes of the system. Interestingly, in the chosen geometry, themagnetic film behaves as isotropic, with
permittivity f 2 - and ò for TM- andTE-polarizedwaves, respectively. In otherwords, only TM-polarized
light is affected by the (magnetic) polarization field.

Each Braggmirror consists of an alternate sequence of six SiO2 and six Si quarter-wave layers, i.e.

d n q2 2ym m
2 2p l p- =( ) , where dm (m: SiO2 orm: Si) is the layer thickness and nm the corresponding

refractive index (n 1.47SiO2
= and n 3.5Si = ) at the operationwavelengthλ≈1.5 μm [24, 25]. Due to

translation invariance parallel to the x–y plane, the in-plane component of thewave vector, q 2 siny p q l= ,

where θ is the angle of incidence, remains constant. Taking, for instance, q 3 my
1m= - , which corresponds to an

angle of incidence of about 45°, we obtain d 290 nmSiO2
= and dSi=110 nm.Accordingly, we choose a

thickness d=350nm for theCe:YIG film to satisfy the half-wave condition that corresponds to transmission
maxima.

This design provides two (oneTMand oneTE)high-quality-factor resonances within the lowest Bragg gap,
at awavelength of about 1.5 μm, separated by a frequency differenceΔω/2π=9.5 GHz thatmatches the
frequency ofmagnetostatic spinwaves [21, 23]. These resonantmodes are strongly localized in the region of the
Ce:YIGfilm, which can be considered as a defect in the periodic stacking sequence of the Braggmirrors.
Absorption losses reduce the transmittance peak. In particular, the long-lifetimeTE resonance is strongly
suppressed in the presence of dissipative losses, as shown by the solid blue line infigure 2(b).

It should be pointed out that the position andwidth of the optical resonances can be tailored at will by
appropriate selection of thematerials, and by properly adjusting the geometric parameters of the structure and
the angle of incidence. Such one-dimensional staticallymagnetized, so-calledmagnetophotonic, structures have
long been investigated either in the Faraday [26] or in theVoigt [27] configuration.

3. Theory for layered optomagnonic structures

Themagnetic Ce:YIGfilm supportsmagnetostatic spinwaveswhere themagnetization precesses in-phase,
elliptically, throughout the film (uniformprecessionmode)with angular frequency H H MW = W W + W( ) ,

Figure 2. (a) Schematic view of the optomagnonic cavity under study. It is formed by a 350 nm thickCe:YIG filmmagnetized in-plane
(along the x direction), bounded symmetrically by twoBraggmirrors, each consisting of 6 periods of alternating SiO2 and Si layers of
thickness 290nmand 110nm, respectively, grown along the zdirection. For light incident with q 3 my

1m= - , the cavity supports two
localized resonantmodes, one of TMand one of TE polarization,manifested in the corresponding transmission spectrum shown in
(b), with the dotted and solid curves referring to the lossless and lossy structure, respectively. A snapshot of the associated electric field
profiles along the zdirection in the lossless case is illustrated in (a).
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where HH 0 0gmW = and MM 0 0gmW = , γ being the gyromagnetic ratio andμ0 themagnetic permeability of
vacuum [23]. The correspondingmagnetization field profile is given by

t M A t A tM r x y z, sin cos , 2y z0 h h= + W + W  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where A 2y H M H M= W + W W + W( ) ( ) , A 2z H H M= W W + W( ) , and η is an amplitude factor that defines
themagnetization precession angle.

Under the action of the spinwave, themagnetic film and, consequently, the entire structure can be looked
upon as a periodically driven systembecause themagnetization field, given by equation (2), induces a temporal
perturbation [18]

t t t
1

2
exp i exp i 3  d d d= - W + W( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( )†

in the permittivity tensor of the staticallymagnetizedmaterial, where
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The periodically driven system can be studied using our recently developed time-Floquet scattering-matrix
method, which is a powerful tool for studying inelastic light scattering by planar structures that comprise
periodically time-varyingmedia, such as the one considered in the present work, without using any adjustable
parameters. Themethod goes beyond phenomenologicalmodeling [6–8], and rigorously provides the optical-
to-optical conversion efficiency in a straightforwardmanner since it evaluates the intensity of all (elastically and
inelastically) transmitted and reflected light beams associatedwith allmagnon absorption and emission
processes. In this respect, contrary to other approaches [10, 16], it is not restricted to the linear-response regime
and is correct to any order in perturbation theory. The essentials of the time-Floquet scattering-matrixmethod
are summarized below.

The solutions of theMaxwell equations for the dynamic structure under consideration are Floquetmodes
t t tF r r, Re , exp i w= -( ) { ( ) ( )}, with t T tr r, , + =( ) ( ),T=2π/Ω, where by Fwe denote electric

field, electric displacement,magnetic field, andmagnetic induction, whileω is the Floquet quasi-frequency,
similarly to the Floquet quasi-momentum (or else the Blochwave vector)when there is spatial periodicity
[28, 29]. Seeking Floquetmodes in the formof planewaveswith given qy and expanding all time-periodic
quantities into truncated Fourier series in the basis of complex exponential functions n texp i W( ),
n N N N, 1, ,= - - + ¼ , leads to an eigenvalue-eigenvector equation, which has 4(2N+1) physically
acceptable solutions [19].We characterize themby the following indices: s=+(−) that denotes waves
propagating or decaying in the positive (negative) z direction, p=1, 2 that indicates the two eigen-polarizations,
and ν=−N,−N+1,L, Nwhich labels the different eigenmodes. These eigenmodes are polychromatic
waves, each composed of 2N+1monochromatic components of angular frequencyω− nΩ, n=−N,
−N+1,K, N [19].We note that, in a static homogeneousmedium, the corresponding eigenmodes of the
electromagnetic (EM)field aremonochromatic waves characterized by the indices s, p, and n.

Scattering of an eigenmode occurs at an interface between two different homogeneousmedia.We assume
that the interface is perpendicular to the z axis, which is directed from left to right, at z=0. For such a planar
interface between a static and a time-periodicmedium, the relative complex amplitudes of the transmitted
(reflected)waves, denoted by Qp p n;

21
n ¢ ¢ (Qpn p n;

11
¢ ¢) for incidence in the forward direction or Q

pn p;
12

n¢ ¢ (Qp p;
22
n n¢ ¢) for

incidence in the backward direction in the configuration shown infigure 3, are obtained in themanner
described in [19]. Primed indices refer to the incident wave. For an interface between two static homogeneous
media, theQmatrices relatemonochromatic waves and are diagonal in n, which reflects frequency conservation.
Wenote that, in order to evaluate the scattering properties of layered optomagnonic structures in a
straightforwardmanner, thewaves on each side of a given interface are expressed around different points, at a
distance−d1 andd2 from the center of the interface (see figure 3), so that all backward and forward propagating
or evanescent waves in the region between two consecutive interfaces refer to the same (arbitrary) origin. Of
course, because of translation invariance parallel to the x–y plane, the choice of the x–y components of d1 andd2
are immaterial; thus, for simplicity, we choose d1 andd2 along the z direction.

The transmission and reflectionmatrices of a pair of consecutive interfaces, i and i+1, are obtained by
properly combining those of the two interfaces so as to describemultiple scattering to any order. This leads to the
following expressions after summing up the infinite geometric series involved, as schematically illustrated in
figure 3, i.e.
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It should be noted that thewaves on the left (right) of the pair of interfaces are referred to an origin at a distance
id1- ( ) id 12 +[ ( )] from the center of the ith [(i+1)th] interface.We also recall that, though the choice ofd1 and

d2 associated to each interface is to a certain degree arbitrary, itmust be such that d i d i 1z z2 1+ +( ) ( ) equals the
thickness of the layer between the ith and (i+1)th interfaces. It is obvious that one can repeat the above process
to obtain the transmission and reflectionmatricesQ of three consecutive interfaces, by combining those of the
pair of the first interfaces with those of the third interface, and so on, by properly combining theQmatrices of
component units, one can obtain theQmatrices of a slabwhich comprises anyfinite number of interfaces
[28, 29]. Thismethod applies to an arbitrary slabwhich comprises periodically time-varying layers, provided
that all dynamicmedia have the same temporal periodicity. It is then straightforward to calculate the
transmittance,  , and reflectance,, of the slab as the ratio of the transmitted and reflected, respectively, energy
flux to the energy flux associatedwith the incident wave.  and are given by the sumof the corresponding
quantities over all scattering channels (p, n): p n pn, = å and p n pn, = å . It is worth noting that, because of
the time variation of the permittivity tensor, the EMenergy is not conserved even in the absence of dissipative
(thermal) losses. In this case, 1 0 0  = - - > <( )means energy transfer from (to) the EM to (from) the
spin-wave field.

We note that, here, we employ the scattering-matrixmethod, as we formulated it for photonic crystals
[28–30] following themathematical concepts and notation of low-energy electron diffraction theory [31].
Alternatively, one could adopt the transfer-matrixmethod [32–34]. This simply reverts to a product ofmatrices
associatedwith the individual scattering units, allowing an efficient parallel numerical evaluation, while the
scattering-matrix approach yields a recursion (see equation (5)) that has to be evaluated step by step.However,
despite its advantages, the transfer-matrixmethodmay suffer fromnumerical instabilities [35], which are not
encountered in the scattering-matrixmethod [36].

We close this section by pointing out a useful polarization selection rule, which can be readily derived in the
linear-response approximation. Tofirst order, the coupling strength associated to the photon-magnon
scattering is proportional to the overlap integral G out ind= á ñ∣ ∣ , where t z tr E q rin exp iin wá ñ = -∣ ( ) [ ( · )]
and t z tr E q rout exp iout wá ¢ ¢ñ = - ¢ - ¢∣ ( ) [ ( · )]denote appropriate incoming and outgoingmonochromatic

time-harmonic waves in the staticmagnetic layered structure. Using equation (3)we obtain

G f g gq q4 , 63p hd d w w d w w= - ¢ - ¢ - W + - ¢ + W- + ( )[ ( ) ( ) ] ( )

where g z z zu E Ed out inò= ´  · [ ( ) ( )], with A Au y ziy z= +   . The delta functions in equation (6)
express conservation of in-planemomentum and energy in inelastic light scattering processes that involve
emission and absorption of onemagnon by a photon, as expected in the linear regime.Obviously, the amplitude

Figure 3. Left-hand diagram: Transmission and reflectionmatrices for a planar interface between a static and a dynamicmedium,
definedwith respect to appropriate origins,O1 andO2, at distances−d1 andd2 from a center at the interface, respectively. Right-hand
diagram: The transmission and reflectionmatrices of two consecutive interfaces are evaluated by summing up all relevantmultiple-
scattering processes.
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of transition between two optical eigenmodes of the same polarization, TMorTE, is identically zero because the
corresponding eigenvectors are real. In other words, one-magnon processes change the linear polarization state
of a photon.

4. Results and discussion

Wenow assume continuous excitation of a uniform-precession spin-wavemode in themagnetic film, with a
relative amplitude η=0.06, which induces a periodic time variation in the corresponding electric permittivity
tensor, given by equation (3). The optomagnonic structure is illuminated from the left by TM-polarized light
with q 3 my

1m= - at the corresponding resonance frequency, which corresponds to an angle of incidence of

about 45°. The dynamic optical response of the structure is calculatedwith sufficient accuracy by considering a
cutoff ofN=5 in the Fourier series expansions involved in our time-Floquet scattering-matrixmethod
outlined in section 3.

Figure 4(a) shows the total (transmitted plus reflected) intensities, n p pn pn  = å +( ), as a function of the
spin-wave frequencyΩ/2π. It can be seen that inelastic light scattering is negligible when the allowedfinal
photon states fall within a gap, where the optical density of states is very low, andwe essentially have only the
elastically scattered beam.On the contrary, when the spin-wave frequencymatches the frequency difference
Δω/2π=9.5 GHz between the two optical resonances (seefigure 2(a)), the triple-resonance condition is
fulfilled and one-magnon absorption processes are favored, leading to enhanced intensities of the corresponding
(n=−1) inelastically transmitted and reflected light beams, with amaximumvalue of 0.3 if dissipative losses
are neglected. In otherwords, themagnon-mediated optical-to-optical conversion efficiency is as high as 30%.
At the same time, the elastically scattered beam intensity is considerably reducedwhile the other inelastic
processes are also resonantly affected, though to amuch lesser degree, as shown infigure 4(a) and also infigure 5.
We note that the total outgoing inelastically scattered beam intensity is almost equally distributed between the
corresponding transmitted and reflected light beams.

Overall, there is an excess number ofmagnons absorbed, which can be accounted for by our fully dynamic
time-Floquet scattering-matrixmethod [19]. This ismanifested as a small negative absorption peak (see
figure 4(b)), which clearly indicates a resonant energy transfer from themagnon to the photon field.We note
that, despite this net transfer rate ofmagnons, our description assumes an undamped uniformprecession of the
magnetization in theCe:YIG film, i.e. amagnon bathwhere the number of particles is kept constant.

Considering a saturationmagnetization M 150 emu cm0
3= - for Ce:YIG [22], the triple-resonance

condition (Ω/2π=9.5GHz) is achievedwith a biasmagnetic fieldH0= 2.5 kOe. In this case, the cone angle of
magnetization precession (elliptical in the chosen configuration) attains amaximumof 2.75°, which is a
tolerable value for linear spinwaves.

It is interesting to note that the triple-resonance condition can be accomplished bymany-magnon
absorption processes aswell (mΩ=Δω), provided that the number ofmagnons,m, is odd in order to change
the polarization state of the photon, fromTM toTE, as required in our case.We recall that ourmethod of
calculation is not restricted to the first-order Born approximation and thus it can describe nonlinear effects that

Figure 4.The structure of figure 2(a), under continuous excitation of a uniformprecession spin-wavemode of angular frequencyΩ
with a relative amplitude η=0.06, is illuminated from the left by TM-polarized light with q 3 my

1m= - at the corresponding
resonance frequency (seefigure 2(b)). Variation of the dominant elastic and inelastic total outgoing light intensities versus the spin-
wave frequency (a) and corresponding optical absorption (b) and (c). Dotted and solid curves refer to the lossless and lossy structure,
respectively.
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are usually relatively weak. For example, such a three-magnon absorption process ismanifested as a peak in the
intensity of the n=−3 outgoing beam, forΩ/2π=(Δω/2π)/3≈3.2 GHz, as pointed out by the arrow in
figure 5(a).

As can be seen infigure 4(a), when dissipative losses are taken into account, the elastically scattered beam
intensity is uniformly reduced by about 30%, in agreement with the results shown infigure 2(b) for the TM
mode.Here, when the triple-resonance condition is satisfied, the corresponding drop in the n=−1 beam is
considerably larger because of the longer lifetime of the final (TE) state but, nonetheless, the conversion
efficiency is still as high as 5% (see solid orange curve in figure 4(a)).We note that, because of the high quality
factor of thefinal (TE) state and the presence of non-negligible losses in this case, we overall obtain resonant
optical absorption (see figure 4(c)), instead of gain in the lossless case as shown infigure 4(b).

The obtainedmagnon-mediated optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 5%under realistic conditions is
larger than thatmeasured in YIG spheres [6, 7], which does not exceed the order of 10−6, and also at least one
order ofmagnitude higher than the theoretically estimated efficiencies in lossless planar-waveguide
optomagnonic architectures [16]. The performance of our design can be further improved by carefully
engineering high-quality-factor opticalmodes, which requires the selection of low-lossmaterials, ensuring also
an inherently strongmagneto-optical coupling. For example,much higher optical-to-optical conversion
efficiencies can be obtained by designing our structure to operate at longerwavelengths where iron garnets
exhibit negligible optical losses whilemaintaining an appreciable Faraday coefficient [22].

It is worth noting that, in our case, the assumption of linear EM response implies that, at given spin-wave
power, the intensity of the converted outgoing optical beam is proportional to that of the incident pump light.
On the other hand, our calculations show that the ratio of the above intensities, i.e. the optical-to-optical
conversion efficiency, increases linearly with the spin-wave power (∼η2) up to η;0.03, as expected on the basis
of equation (6) for one-magnon absorptionmechanisms. For higher values of η the linear-response regime
breaks down, indicating the occurrence ofmulti-magnon exchange processes, while the conversion efficiency
continues to increase, though at a smaller rate, and takes the value of 5%at η=0.06.

5. Conclusions

To conclude, we have presented a detailed analysis and optimization of a planar optomagnonic structure
operating in the triple-resonance regime and allowing formagnon-mediated optical-to-optical conversion
efficiencies of the order of 5% (see figure 4(a))under realistic conditions,mediated by a uniformly precessing
spinwave. The outlined time-Floquetmultiple-scatteringmethodology was able to resolve absorption and
emission ofmultiplemagnons, indicating that under special conditions the attained conversion efficiencies
mediated by, e.g. threemagnons can be comparable to thosemediated by a singlemagnon (see orange and pink
dotted lines in figure 5(a)).We have also found that the absorption or emission of amagnon leads to a change in
the polarization of the optical conversion process. An interesting further objectivewould be to extend the
current approach to the full spatio-temporal Floquet scattering-matrixmethodology, which should allow for
investigating, among others, surfaceDamon–Eshbach and backward volumewaves with an in-plane

Figure 5.Polarization-converting (a) and polarization-conserving (b) contributions to the spectrumof thefigure 4(a). The peak in (a)
indicated by the arrow corresponds to the resonant transitionwhen accomplished by absorption of threemagnons.
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propagationwavevector that can lead tomore exotic physical behavior, such as emergence of a paraxial outgoing
scattered beamand bandgap formation.
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